The evolution of reproductive isolation is a prolonged process that fosters genetic exchange between 2 differentiating metapopulation lineages. Gene flow between incipient species provides an opportunity 3 to quantify and understand the impact of gene flow on the accumulation of divergence along the 4 speciation continuum. Here we delimit taxa, reconstruct phylogeny and infer gene flow in newts of the 5
Introduction
We quantified the genealogical distinctiveness of the STRUCTURE-delimited OTUs 169 by measuring exclusive ancestry across gene trees with the genealogical sorting index (gsi) of 170 Cummings et al. (2008) . This statistic measures the genealogical exclusivity of a grouping on 171 a scale from 0 (random distribution of sequences among groups) to 1 (complete monophyly), 172 and an ensemble statistic (egsi) is used to integrate across gene trees. Because the gsi is 173 sensitive to disparity in group size, we randomly pruned leaves to a sample size of 10 for each 174 OTU. Admixed individuals were also pruned from gene trees. We used the R implementation 175 of the gsi (genealogicalSorting v.0.92). The null hypothesis that the degree of exclusive 176 ancestry of each group was observed by chance was evaluated by 10 6 permutations. ). For each individual in dataset 2, we randomly merged haplotypes from each gene into 184 two concatenated sequences (i.e., each individual was represented by two entries of 36, 918 185 bp consisting of 74 concatenated markers). We then pooled haplotypes for each candidate 186 species and randomly selected half of the haplotypes from each group for analysis. We 187 followed Weisrock et al. (2012) in conducting ten replicate analyses to assess consistency. 188 We ran mixed-model phylogenetic analyses in MrBayes 3.2 on the CIPRES Science Gateway 189 platform (Miller et al. 2010) . We divided the alignments into 74 partitions corresponding to 190 markers and assigned the optimal nucleotide substitution models to these partitions as 191 previously determined by jModeltest. Each analysis consisted of two runs with 8 chains for 20 192 million generations with trees and parameters sampled every 5000 generations; burnin was set at 50%. Convergence between runs was assessed by examining effective samples sizes and 194 parameter values between rubs in Tracer, and by comparing topologies in AWTY (Nylander 195 et al. 2008) . migration edges to allow for gene flow in the tree. We also ran TreeMix with an alternative 243 dataset using only 1 SNP per marker with the highest MAF.
244
Gene flow among OTUs modeled by ABC 245 We estimated gene flow between all pairs of taxa (36 pairwise comparisons) in an 246 Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) framework. We followed Zieliński et al. (2016) 247 in removing all fully coding markers from analyses and also excluded all missing data by 248 removing loci or individuals in pairwise comparisons; final datasets included 60-66 loci with 249 between 5 and 24 sequences per taxon (Table S3 ). The information present in the data was 250 summarized for each pairwise comparison with a set of 9 summary statistics (Table S3 and 251 Extended Methods).
252
We tested four simple scenarios of pairwise species divergence and the extent and Statistical test of mtDNA introgression 281 We formally tested whether the sharing of mtDNA haplotypes among Lissotriton groups 282 could be accounted for by ILS (incomplete lineage sorting) or is due to hybridization. We . v. vulgaris, L. v. meridionalis, L. v. 293 schmidtleri and L. v. graecus (Fig. 2) . For L. montandoni two scenarios were evaluated, 
Results

305
The largest dataset 1 contained 128 individuals and 74 loci with an average of 72.1 ± 20.29 306 haplotypes/locus (range 29-117) and 1.9 ± 3.87 % missing data per locus. Markers were of 307 similar length (498.9 ± 6.79 bp) and highly polymorphic with an average of 91.8 ± 34.56 308 segregating sites per marker, one third of these (29.1 ± 9.52) were singleton polymorphisms 309 (Table S4) . S2) and therefore we further only considered analyses at K = 7-12 (60 analyses in total). Most 313 of these 60 analyses contained clusters that grouped all individuals of a given subspecies or species together (Fig. 1B , Table S5 ). The top ten analyses with highest lnP all contained K = 9 315 groups with identical arrangements of individuals in clusters. Analyses with K > 9 contained 316 at least one cluster that was assigned zero or trivial fractions of the data, indicating that under 317 high K values, the number of meaningful clusters was lower than the assumed K. We thus 318 inferred 9 clusters with high certainty (Fig. 1B, Table S5 ). Five of these clusters correspond to exclusive cluster over all 60 analyses is a good measure of its support (Table S5 ). This ranged 330 from 70% in L. v. kosswigi to 88% in L. v. graecus and L. v. schmidtleri and considerably 331 exceeded the frequency with which particular taxa clustered together or were split into two or 332 more groups. Some evidence of additional substructure was found in South L. v. vulgaris and 333 L. v. graecus (Fig. S3 ).
334
Admixture was consistently detected in nine individuals (7.0%; Fig. 1B , see Table S1 335 for estimated admixture proportions), five of which originated from the western part of the 
342
We conducted joint inference of species delimitation and phylogeny using BPP 3 with 343 the 9 STRUCTURE-defined genetic clusters as OTUs. The posterior probabilities of each of 344 these equaled 1.00 in all analyses under a wide range of priors and different starting trees 345 (Table 1 ). All models in the 95% credibility sets contained the 9 putative species inferred 346 from STRUCTURE. 347 We used the gene trees calculated in MrBayes to estimate the genealogical exclusivity 348 of each candidate species. Typically, each genealogy in the post-burnin posteriors had a 349 different topology. This was expected because there was limited phylogenetic information 350 contained within each marker and many tips (257 including outgroup) in the trees.
351
Unsurprisingly, consensus gene trees calculated for each marker were mostly unresolved, and 352 showed high levels of discordance (data not shown). Nonetheless, the majority of the 353 genealogies showed a nonrandom clustering pattern for the delimited Lissotriton groups as 354 indicated by the highly significant egsi ( , L. v. schmidtleri, L. v. meridionalis and L. montandoni . The values of egsi were 357 relatively low but still highly significant for L. v. ampelensis, S L. v. vulgaris and N L. v. 358 vulgaris. 359 
Phylogenetic results
360
In concatenation analyses, we found that the individuals within STRUCTURE-defined 361 genetic groups always formed clades with posterior probabilities (PP) of 1.0, we therefore 362 collapsed individuals into groups and show a consensus tree over all replicates ( Fig. 2A) and separately for each of the 10 concatenation replicates (Fig. S4) priors encompass a wide range of demographic and divergence scenarios. Starting guide tree 875 topologies were random unless specified otherwise (see footnotes). N species shows the 876 numbers of species and their posterior probabilities (PPs) in each analysis (PPs for each 877 species within analyses were always 1.00). N trees denotes the number of trees in the 95% 878 credibility set, and the last column shows the topology and posterior probability of the highest 879 ranked tree in the set. 
